We discuss here researches on econophysics done from India in the last two decades. The term 'econophysics' was formally coined in India (Kolkata) in 1995. Since then many research papers, books, reviews, etc. have been written by scientists. Many institutions are now involved in this research field and many conferences are being organized there. In this article we give an account (of papers, books, reviews, papers in proceedings volumes etc.) of this research from India.
Introduction
The subject econophysics is an interdisciplinary research field where the tools of physics are applied to understand the problem of economics. The term 'econophysics' was coined by H. Eugene Stanley in a Kolkata conference on statistical physics in 1995. The research on economics by physicists is not new. There were many physicists who contributed significantly in the development of economics. For example Daniel Bernoulli, who developed utility-based preferences, was a physicist. Similarly Irving Fisher, who was one of the founders of neoclassical economic theory, was a student of statistical physicist Josiah Willard Gibbs. Also Jan Tinbergen, who won the first Nobel Prize in economics, did his Ph. D. in statistical physics in Leiden university under Paul Ehrenfest. However these physicists (by training) eventually left physics and migrated to economics. The new feature of the developments for the last two decades is that physicists studying the problems of economics or sociology remain in their respective departments and publish their econophysics research results in almost all the major physics journals.
In India, works of such interdisciplinary nature are not new. The Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, is the one of oldest institutions in India (founded in 1931). The main motivation of this research institute was to promote interactions of natural and social sciences; in particular to advance the role of statistics. The work on econophysics in India started around 1990 from Saha Institute Nuclear Physics, Kolkata. Now-a-days many researchers from different universities and institutes from our country are also involved in this research field and international conferences are being organized here on regular basis.
Over the last two decades many papers, books and reviews have been written by the Indian scientists in this field. We will analyze here the statistics of such publications and other endeavors.
A statistical survey on the development of econophysics [world wide]
To see how the subject grew after introduction of this topic (term) in 1995 in scientific community all over the world, we have taken the statistics of the articles having 'econophysics' term any where in the articles from google scholar site. Fig. 1 shows histogram plot of the number of papers posted in google scholar over different years. The figure clearly indicates that the subject is growing quite fast, starting in around 1995. To get an idea about the impact of econophysics research on physics as well as economics, we give in Fig. 2 , the count of the papers having the term 'market' in the titles of a typical statistical physics journal, namely 'Physical Review E' (published by American Physical Society) and the number of papers having the term 'physics' or 'econophysics' in a typical economics journal 'Econometrica' (published by Econometric Society) for the same period.
Books published from India
We give below a list of books written by Indian scientists [1, 2, 3, 4] Figure 2 : Histogram plot of numbers of papers containing the term 'Market' in the title of the journal 'Physical Review E', the terms 'physics' and 'econophysics' in the journal 'Econometrica' (data from respective journal website).
• 
Papers published from India
Here we give the list of papers published by Indian scientists in international (refereed) journals from 1995-till date (the Indian cities, where the work was done, are indicated in the third bracket).
[ 6 Institutions where the researches have so far been carried out
The researches on interdisciplinary research fields in India is not any recent trend. In 1931 Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis established the Statistical Laboratory at Kolkata. Later the institution was named to Indian Statistical Institute. The main motivation of the institution was research and training of Statistics, development of theoretical Statistics and its applications in various natural and social sciences. In the last two decades the major developments on such interdisciplinary research (on econophysics or sociophysics) have come from Saha Institution Nuclear Physics. This is also the place where the term 'econophysics' was coined in 1995. A large number of papers on econophysics have been published from this institution and significant research activities are also being continued. A major international conference series on econophysics, namely 'Econophys-Kolkata' is being organized regularly here (seven events since 2005; see section 5). Other places where econophysics research is being actively pursued are: universities like Calcutta University, Delhi University, Pune University, etc. and institutions like Institute of Mathematical Sciences (Chennai) Dec 6-7, 2004 , the second one was discussion meeting on "The Economy as a Complex System II: Economic Dynamics", Dec 27-29, 2010 and the third one was "Brainstorming Meeting on Econophysics: Science for the Economy", July 30, 2013.
1
We give below a graphical presentation of the Indian cities where the major econophysics researches have been carried out so far (data taken from sections 4 and 5, Tables 1 and 2 ). The dots represent the locations where major researches on econophysics have so far been carried out (see Table 1 ).
Impact of Indian researches
The term 'econophysics' has now been included [8] in 'The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics'. The entry (written by economist J. Barkley Rosser Jr) starts with "According to Bikas Chakrabarti (. . . ), the term econophysics was neologized in 1995 at the second Statphys-Kolkata conference in Kolkata (formerly Calcutta), India . . . ". Another note [9] "The physics of our finances" published in New Scientist in July 2012 highlighted the contributions from India (see Fig. 4 ). Recently an entry on econophysics has also been included in "Encyclopedia of Philosophy and the Social Sciences" published by SAGE Publications (2013) and the entry on it has been written by Bikas K. Chakrabarti [10] . The International conference series 'Econophys-Kolkata' had started in 2005 and have already seven events held in Kolkata. It is now jointly sponsored by Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Ecole Centrale Paris and Kyoto University. Also, the contributions by foreign researchers in the proceedings volumes Figure 4 : One of the recent reporting on econophysics research from India.
(seven so far: Proc. volumes have all been published in New Economic Windows, Springer-Verlag, given in section 5, Table 2 ) indicate the impact of Indian researches in econophysics and sociophysics internationally.
The first text book (in physics) on econophysics entitled "Econophysics: An Introduction" has been written by Indian scientists (see section 3). This book is already being followed by many universities outside India for their graduate courses (see Fig. 5 for the econophysics course in Leiden university). In fact among the formal courses on econophysics, the one offered by the Physics Department of the Leiden University is particularly noteworthy: From this department, the first Nobel-laureate (in 1969) in economics Jan Tinbergen came. Also here the first professor chair for econophysics had been created in 2010. Table 2 : Number of papers contributed by the researchers of different countries in the proceedings volumes of Econophys-Kolkata conference series (I-VII so far; section 5). For their econophysics courses in the last three years, "Econophysics: An Introduction", a book from India, is being followed (obligatory literature).
considering the availability of manpower and the current focus of ERU (Economic Research Unit), it recommends that the proposal be carried as a plan research project, but not as a full-fledged center at this point of time. However, the recruitment of faculty members in the area of econophysics or related disciplines may be made in ERU if need." 2 We are also happy to learn that similar endeavors are being made in other important institutions of the country.
